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Executive Summary:

		 The Marketing P.A.I.N. Concept.
P.A.I.N. is an acronym for:
P
A
I
N

–
–
–
–

Pinpoint specific pain to catch attention
Add mindset awareness for credibility
Increase average frequency of ads
Note and track all outcomes

Pain can be physical or emotional. It may include pain of loss, of disappointment, of longing. Regardless, prospective
patients won’t notice your marketing unless it addresses the stage of pain they’re currently feeling.
There are only four stages of pain.
Stage 1: No Interest, No Need.
Stage 2: Initial Awareness.
Stage 3: Sorting Options.
Stage 4: Ready to Purchase a Solution.
Getting noticed is only half the battle. Prospective patients still won’t call for treatment until they acknowledge you
to be a credible source of treatment. You gain credibility by addressing their pain mindset. Pain mindsets are either
transactional (price focused) or relational (built on trust).
The marketing of every service, every retail business, every not-for-profit can be described in one of only eight possible message positions (derived from four stages of pain and two pain mindsets).
Different media excel at carrying different pain stage messages. In general, mass media for early stages, newsletters
and direct mail for the middle, with Yellow Pages and Internet search for late stages.
And finally, keep detailed records of your marketing efforts. Over time you’ll be able to predict with great accuracy
which medium and what message provides the highest ROI.
Eliminating the four biggest mistakes in health care practice marketing has been proven to deliver an excellent return
on your advertising and marketing investment.
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Shall we acknowledge the reasons you’re
reading this report?
If you’re like most health care practitioners, advertising your practice makes you uncomfortable. That’s not what you trained for, is it?
•
•
•

The marketing advice you get is self-serving and contradictory.  
You have a nagging feeling that you shouldn’t have to advertise.  
You find marketing your practice to be expensive, frustrating, and risky.  

And health care providers consistently make four mistakes in marketing their practices that virtually guarantee that their efforts will be ignored.
What Are Those Four Serious Marketing Mistakes?
1. Failing to catch the attention of prospective new patients.
2. Neglecting to advertise solutions to specific patient problems.
3. Not recognizing that choice of medium affects the way potential patients learn about you.
4. Failing to note and track all outcomes.
In this short document you’ll learn to recognize those errors. Instead of repeating these common
mistakes, you’ll learn to project your image as the optimum solution to potential patients’ problems.
Your marketing is about to show an immediate positive Return on Investment.
Legal Notice
The information contained in this document is not intended as advice, and is provided for educational purposes only.
You are encouraged to seek the advice of a competent professional when applicable.
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1st Mistake: Failing to Catch Attention
Solution: Pinpoint specific pain to catch attention

Here’s a typical ad for
Dr. Howie Numbsit, DDS
What’s Dr. Numbsit’s message?
I’ve counted sixteen, and that doesn’t even include
explaining how to get in touch. But the biggest
problem isn’t the lack of focus in this ad.
The biggest problem is that it’s all about Dr. Numbsit.

FAMILY & COSMETIC DENTISTRY
A Trusted Tradition Of Personalized, Comfortable, And Affordable Care
Teeth Whitening
Bonded Porcelain Restoration
Advanced Teeth Whitening
Cosmetic Fillings
Comfortable Root Canals
Tooth Cleaning
Extractions
Periodontal Care
Crowns And Bridges

Convenient Payment Plans
Children And Adults
Senior Discount Plans
Professionally Trained Staff
Mercury-Free Dentistry
Digital X-Rays

We will make the most
of your insurance

Dr. Howie Numsit, DDS
111 North Wisconsin Drive, Elk Snout

222-333-4444 fax 222-333-5555

Do you talk too much about yourself in your ads?
•
		
•
•
		

Do you explain your excimer laser, or how your patient will see her grandchildren in perfect
focus?
Do you describe your intersegmental traction table, or your patient’s relaxed, pain-free muscles?  
Do you introduce the invisilign technology, rather than assuring your patient she won’t
be embarrassed?

People don’t really care about you, or your technology. They care about what you can do for them. To
attract attention, you need a different message - different enough that your potential patients will see
it, take note, and say “Hey... he’s talking to me!”
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The message they’ll surely pay attention to is,

“I can help you stop hurting.”
Compare Dr. Numbsit’s ad to
that of Soft Touch Dentistry:

Good News For

High Fear Dental Patients
Let Soft Touch Dentistry help you past the fears stopping you from
getting the dental care you need. We practice sedation dentistry.
You’ll take a safe, effective, sleeping pill. You’ll feel no pain, and retain
no memory. Correct years of embarrasing problems with just one visit.

Call us for an appointment, or call us in an emergency.

222-333-5555
Soft Touch Dentistry
33 Buzzard Circle, Elk Snout.

Your comfort is our concern.

Wow. What a difference, huh?
Instead of a laundry list of services, Soft Touch Dentistry promises a better dental experience by addressing
a patient’s specific pain – fear of what can happen with a dentist’s drill in their mouth.
Pain Motivates People to Action.
People will continue to do things as they’ve always done, hoping that pain is temporary, until postponing
new action itself becomes painful. Usually some event transpires to bring the new pain to greater focus
and prompts the sufferer to act.
We call this event a trigger. Triggers can occur at any stage of pain.
At each stage some of your prospective patients will experience a triggering event and will actively seek
relief. At deeper stages, the triggers become both more predictable and more frequent.
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The Stages of Pain.
Although all pain is personal, people’s reactions to pain are similar and predictable. You can recognize
the stages of pain by the actions people take. There are only four stages of pain:

Stage 1: No Interest, No Need.
Stage 2: Initial Awareness.
Stage 3: Sorting Options.
Stage 4: Ready to Purchase a Solution.
When your marketing messages address a specific stage of
pain, there’s a much greater chance that your prospective
patient will recognize that you’re talking to her.
Which stage should you address?
Advertising to the early stages of pain will help people to
know of you weeks, months, or even
years before a person who has had no need for
your services finds that her condition has changed. Choosing an early pain stage position will expose your message
to the largest number of people, and thus has the potential
to reach the greatest number of new patients. (This is the
concept behind
Top-Of-Mind-Awareness and building your practice’s
“brand.”) That also makes it more expensive.

When Should Advertising
Reach Your Patient?
Early Stages

More time
More generic
More expensive

Later Stages

Limited opportunity
Very specific
Less expensive

Identify the trigger

Marketing to later stages pays off much more quickly, since the triggers occur more frequently. Since the
pool of available prospective patients is much smaller, effective marketing at later pain stages must be
much more specific.
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How Will The Message Differ at
Different Stages of Pain?
Consider the hypothetical practice of Dr. Wallace Johnson, DC, and explore examples of the appropriate
messaging at each pain stage.

Stage 1: No Interest, No Need.
People at Stage 1 have no automatic interest in Dr. Johnson’s services and will be oblivious to his
advertising at first. The vast majority of the public never leaves Stage 1.
To be successful, a Stage 1 message must create Top-Of-Mind-Awareness (ready recall). Repeat it
to a broad general audience until even people who will never be prospective patients know it by 		
heart. Focus on future need – “If you ever need us, we’ll be here.”
This will require a memorable message and the budget to deliver it, long term, with sufficient
frequency. Good examples of Stage 1 advertising include Countrywide Mortgage, J.G. Went
worth, and Roto-Rooter.
		

		
		
		
		

Dr. Johnson at Stage 1: “You’re an active adult. You run, swim, play tennis. Sometimes
you play too hard, and that results in a nagging backache. When that happens, call
Johnson Chiropractic Center. Dr. Johnson helps stimulate your body’s natural healing
process.”
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Stage 2: Initial Awareness.
People at Stage 2 are becoming aware of their physical discomfort. This awareness is generally a
slow process, often only grudgingly admitted.
As the Stage 2 person becomes aware of her own pain, she also becomes susceptible to claims of
relief, and for the first time may be interested in your solution. She will also begin to notice other
possible solutions.
Advertising at Stage 2 should concentrate on her new awareness of the problem. Early stage
buyers need to know you can help them, even if they don’t yet have the vocabulary to ask the 		
critical questions.
At Stage 2, the single thought we wish to plant in people’s minds is, for instance, “Dr. Johnson is a
back pain expert.”
Make it easy for the public to get information from you.

		
		
		
		
		
		

Dr. Johnson at Stage 2: “Some days are worse than others. On a good day, you only have
to be careful how you sit. On a bad day, it hurts just to get out of bed. Dr. Wallace
Johnson has written an informative booklet to explain the causes and some home
treatments for common backaches. It’s free. Just call the Johnson Chiropractic Center for
your copy. You don’t have to live with lower back pain any longer. With Dr. Johnson, you 		
have treatment options.”
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Stage 3: Sorting Options.
The discomfort is now constant. At Stage 3 people are actively weighing the perceived value
of various treatment options in order to eliminate less likely treatments. Stage 3 sufferers will
become someone’s patients or customers.
Your prospective patient will notice the ads for mattresses, chiropractic care, lifting supports, and
posture aligning shoe inserts. She’ll start considering other remedies, too, including drug
treatments and surgery.
A Stage 3 person will listen carefully to testimonials, looking for indicators that the testimony is
given by someone who has been relieved of her exact problem.
Help her to see you as the solution by directly identifying her issues. Help her see herself being
treated by you. Help her remember who you are and how to get in touch with you.

		
		
		
		
		
		
		

Dr. Johnson at Stage 3: “You’ve changed mattresses. You’ve downed bottles of pills and
nearly worn out your hot water bottle. And yet, that throbbing ache is still your constant
companion. Remember what it felt like to be pain free? Dr. Wallace Johnson and the staff
of the Johnson Chiropractic Center are back pain specialists, offering a full range of
treatment options to get to the source of your pain and make it stop. Come to the
Johnson Chiropractic Center at the corner of Main and Second. You may be frowning as
you come in, but you’ll be smiling as you come out.
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Stage 4: Ready to Purchase a Solution.
People at Stage 4 are not willing to suffer any longer. They are paying close attention to mass
media advertisements. And they will seek referrals from people they trust.
If they remember your messages from earlier stages, they’ll look you up in the white pages.
If they don’t remember, they’ll go to the Yellow pages to look for familiar names.
To reach Stage 4 sufferers, the message and the medium must be highly focused. By the time a
prospective patient is looking through the Yellow Pages for a name they recognize, your headline
needs to promise an end to their suffering.

		
		
		
		

Dr. Johnson at Stage 4: “Your back hurts all the time. The pain is driving you to distraction.
It’s time to stop the suffering. Call the Johnson Chiropractic Clinic at 454-PAIN for
immediate relief. Or come directly to the Johnson Chiropractic Center at the corner of
Main and Second. Dr. Johnson will stop your hurting back RIGHT NOW.”
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Summary, Failing To Catch Attention
People’s primary motivation to seek treatment is pain avoidance. Add immediacy to your message
by talking about treating one of the four stages of pain. The more specifically you address your
prospective patient’s exact pain, the greater the chance she’ll see herself purchasing your services.
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2nd Mistake: Neglecting to Advertise Solutions

Solution: Add mindset awareness for credibility
You got your prospect’s attention by tailoring your message to her pain. However, she will not act until
she’s convinced you clearly offer her the best possible solution.
You gain credibility by respecting her pain mindset. There are only two:
1.
		

People in a Transactional mindset believe themselves capable of selecting the appropriate 			
treatment. They are primarily interested in prices.

2.
		

But people in a Relational mindset fear making an uninformed decision. They’re seeking 			
an expert they can trust.

About half of all patients are Transactional, and the other half are Relational. The biggest difference
between them is their knowledge of the treatment they’re seeking.

Transactional Patients
•
•
•
•
		
•

Enjoy searching for alternate solutions.
Are focused on today’s procedure.
Fear paying too much and will buy from the lowest-priced provider.
Will deal with a provider they don’t believe to be an expert (remember, they consider themselves
well-informed and are focused on the lowest price)
Show no loyalty.

Relational Patients
•
•
•
•
•

Don’t enjoy searching for solutions (consider time spent comparing as an expense).
Want you to take responsibility for their long-term health care.
Are looking for a provider they can trust and fear choosing the wrong provider.  
Are far more likely to be repeat patients.
Are reluctant to go through the process of changing providers.
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No message can appeal to both pain mindsets.
Did you notice that these people tend to be polar opposites? The right thing to say to one is exactly the
wrong thing to say to the other.
To get the attention of Transactional patients, you could offer reduced fees, promotional treatments, or
coupons. If you charge “too much,” you have no credibility with them.
But Relational patients want to know you understand them and offer informed advice. Anything that
indicates you are driven by profit, rather than concern for your patients, costs you credibility with Relationals.
Either can be a profitable patient base, so it comes down to the kind of practice you’re comfortable running:
•
		
		

If you enjoy a fast-paced, “treat ‘em and street ‘em” style of operation, you may be able to
compete on price to reach Transactional patients. There’s an added benefit to getting the
attention of Trans actional patients. They contribute to “buzz” about you in the community.

•
		
		

But a more methodical, slower-paced, “get to know the patient” style of practice necessitates
appealing to Relationals, who are willing to pay higher fees and are more likely to become
long-term patients. They’re also responsible for the more slowly growing word-of-mouth.

		

Examples:

Tr ansactional Appeal
Get a full set of dentur es
for only $399
You can't af ford to miss
work. Call for a flu
shot appointment.
Eye exam appointments
available evenings so you don't
have to take time of f work .

Relational Appeal
Your dentur es will look
completely natural.
People depend on you.
Call for a flu shot
appointment.
We 'll adjust our schedule
to suit you. Call for weekend
or evening eye exams.
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The marketing of every service business, of every retail business, of every not-for-profit can be described
in one of only eight possible message positions derived from two pain mindsets and four stages of pain:
Remember the ads we created for Dr. Johnson at each Stage of Pain? Let’s look at how much more
message becomes when we take those pain mindsets into account.

Eight Possible Message Positions
Tr ansactional

Relational

Stage 1

Free Exam .

We’re he re, we love you.

Stage 2

Its better to solve your
problem befor e it escalates .

Dr. Johnson ’s patients don ’t
suffer from mo rning backache.

Stage 3

Don’t spend $2,000 on
a new matr ess.

Dr. Johnson ’s will diagnose th e
sour ce of your pain.

Stage 4

Don’t miss work and lose
more mone y. Come in NO W.

We don ’t want you to hurt.
Come without an appointment .

credible the
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Choose Your Message Position.
Because of the cost of anchoring your message firmly in your prospective patient’s mind, you’ll get the
best return on your advertising investment when you choose a single message position and stick to it,
rather than starting all over again trying to make an impression on a different group of potential patients with your next message.
Please note: This does not mean that you can’t change the message, only that the message position – 		
the Stage of Pain that it addresses - remains the same.
You must decide whether you prefer to work with Transactional or Relational patients. And you must
identify the stage of pain at which you choose to treat them.

This decision is a balancing act.
•

Which segment is most profitable?  

•

Is that segment big enough to support your practice?  

•

Is it the type of medicine you’d care to practice?  

First choose your message position, and then determine which medium will work most effectively to
carry the message.
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Summary, Neglecting to Advertise Solutions
By addressing the stages of pain, your message becomes meaningful. By respecting the way clients view
health care services, your message becomes believable to potential patients.
When you create a message with both immediate value and credibility, potential patients are more
comfortable making an appointment with you and accepting your recommended treatment.
Its now time to consider delivery.
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3rd Mistake: Misunderstanding Media

Solution: Increase average frequency.
One repetition of any message is seldom enough. Have you ever helped a child to learn the
multiplication tables? Rote memorization requires massive amounts of repetition at a time when
you already have the child’s attention.
3 x 4 = 12
3 x 4 = 12
3 x 4 = 12
How many repetitions would it take if you were trying to implant “three times four equals twelve” in
the minds of casual bystanders?
Similarly, your message is likely to persuade patients to call when at least half of the audience has been
exposed to your ad three or more times in a seven day period. You’ll see this referred to as an average
frequency of “3.”

10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1

Ave. Freq. = 11
Max Profit

Ave. Freq. = 3
Break Even
Max ROI
Ave. Freq. = 11

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9 10 11 12 13 14 15
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So, Our Primary Concern Is Enough Frequency?
Not quite. Each medium has different consumption patterns.
A refrigerator magnet with your name and message might be seen several times a day. Unfortunately,
you have to get those magnets on the refrigerators of each family, one at a time.
Once there, a condition called homeostasis sets in, which makes us ignore familiar things. Refrigerator
magnets tend to work best when they’re new.
Regardless of medium, you need an average of three exposures, or more, to get to the cost effective part
of the advertising ROI curve.
This doesn’t mean purchase three ads. As we just pointed out, different people use media differently.
It takes a lot more than three ads for the average reader/viewer/listener to be exposed three (or more)
times in a seven day period.
•
		

Most people don’t read every page of the newspaper.  If your ad is on a page they didn’t read,
they miss it.

•
		

No one can watch every television channel.  If your ad is on the ABC six o’clock news, the person
watching the M*A*S*H re-runs on Lifetime won’t see your ad.

•
		

People see outdoor ads (billboards) as they drive at different times to different destinations.  Your
board at the corner of Main and Second will be missed by everyone who takes the bypass.

•
		

And radio?  Most people listen in their cars, while they drive at those different times to different
destinations. Your 7:20 ad will not be heard by people who don’t get in their cars until 7:30.

What follows is a guideline. Always do the math and keep track of the return on your investment.
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Stage 1 Media:
Television, radio, newspapers, and outdoor signs are, by their nature, the most expensive media, and
thus require more staying power. Use them when you have the potential to convert huge amounts of
the public into patients of yours.

Television – If your message requires a demonstration, there is no better medium. Your
production quality (film vs video tape, actors, lighting, etc) will be compared to national
advertisers who frequently spend as much as a third of a million dollars on the production of
their ads.
Newspaper – Sometimes your message requires written detail, illustrations, photographs, maps,
or lists of prices. Newspaper is an excellent medium for Transactional appeals, but it can also be
a great way to build image. If your weekly ad looks like editorial content, such as a regular
column, your reputation as an expert will grow each week.
Radio – Make potential patients emotional through radio’s theater of the mind. Don’t be
concerned about getting a deep voiced announcer. Sincerity—that is, perceived sincerity—
is much more important than vocal quality.
Outdoor – The most effective use of a billboard is directions, like a huge “Turn Here.” Outdoor
signs also make an excellent reminder medium for additional frequency.
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Stage 2 Media:
At Stage 2 of pain, your prospective patient will begin to notice signs, brochures, and topics of 		
conversation that formerly had her eyes glazing over.
Signage – Illuminated signs attract more attention. Simpler type fonts and very large letters are
easier to read and understand when people are driving. Use attention-getting colors if they
reflect well on your image.
Newsletters – Frequency, great imaging, the ability to position you as an expert, and the ability
to let patients and potential patients get to know you and your staff as people, all make
newsletters a powerful tool. Don’t do fewer than four issues per year or more than 12.
Brochures – Create a separate brochure addressing one single pain for each service you offer.
Explain how your service can treat that pain. Don’t limit placement of those brochures to your
lobby. How many other local businesses have customers who could benefit from your specific 		
pain relief? Barbershops? Hair salons? Workout gyms? Health food stores?
Specialty Advertising – Refrigerator magnets, calendars with your name (and picture),
paperweights, or pens will be useless without three important ingredients:
1.
		
2.
		
3.
		

Invest in something people will want to keep on their refrigerators, their desks, 			
their dashboards.
Include your message, as well as your name. It’s not enough to “get your name 			
out there.”
Don’t be cliché. (Bent pens for chiropractors were novel fifty years ago. Today they 			
are just sad.)

A coffee cup with your message is a good gift. A coffee cup with your message and filled with
flowers for a patient with a birthday, or jelly beans for a patient in the hospital, can create 		
brilliant word-of-mouth.
Public Speaking – Put together a 17-20 minute talk about the problems your profession solves,
and the pain your office treats. Local service clubs need 40 to 50 speakers per year for their
weekly meetings. The practitioner who shakes more hands will grow his practice bigger and
faster.
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Stage 3 Media:
Stage 3 of pain is the most profitable message position for most health practitioners. Potential patients
are aware of their pain, have considered several options, but haven’t committed to a treatment yet.
Your message may involve comparisons between your service and alternatives. These presentations do
well in writing, but be sure to include illustrations, charts, or photos that reinforce your message.
Direct Mail – Highly targeted, geographically limited, and response easily tracked, direct mail
is the Stage 3 medium of choice. Like other media, direct mail needs frequency in order to
maximize return. Most business owners try one mailing and give up. The second mailing to the
same group usually gets better response than the first.
E-Mail – Unless you have been invited to send e-mail messages to prospective patients, it’s
probably best to avoid it. The spam image will be hard to overcome. But get people to opt-in
to your mailing list, and you can eliminate printing and postage costs. E-mail is a great delivery
system for your newsletter.
Web Pages – Another electronic medium with minimal expense is your website, which has the
ability to dedicate complete pages to the recognition and treatment of specific pains.
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Stage 4 Media:
Within hours of experiencing the final trigger, people at Stage 4 of pain will become someone’s patient
or customer. Hurting badly, they’re operating in panic mode as they search for a promise of immediate
relief. When they don’t have a preferred provider, people turn to the Yellow Pages and local Internet
searches.
Yellow Pages – Don’t waste your ad space by using your name as a headline or by talking about
the number of years you’ve been in business. Your message needs to scream, “Stop suffering,
stop hurting, NOW.” Done correctly, your ad itself may become the trigger to call.
Local Internet Search – Include the names of the communities you serve in the text on your
Internet pages, so when someone Googles “Ft. Worth Dentist,” “Fargo OB/GYN,” or “Bakersfield
eyeglasses,” (whatever your city and specialty) your page will be part of the search results.
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Any Medium Can Carry Your Message.
In a larger community, direct mail delivered to a very small neighborhood may be the most cost effective medium for advertising your health care practice. In a smaller community, the better choices may be
radio, television, or newspapers.
It all comes down to ROI. Here are the steps to use when
choosing the advertising vehicle for your next ads:

Can You Afford
Enough Frequency?

Media
Choices
What’s the value
of each patient?

1. Will your choice of medium deliver a “3” 			
		 average frequency at a price you can afford?

Will that provide
enough patients?

2. Will that advertising schedule provide your 			
practice with enough new patients to justify the 			
advertising?
3. What’s the value of each new patient? How 			
much of that sum is profit for your practice?
		 How much profit are you willing to give up t
		 pay for more advertising?

If this produces a positive ROI, do more of it. If not, try another medium or a different media outlet.
Keep improving your results by keeping detailed records of what you did, when you did it, and the
outcome. Track the revenue per patient provided by each source. Some techniques bring patients with
greater value than other techniques and other patients.
In most cases, your first set of calculations will have to be done after the fact, but should definitely be
done before you invest in another schedule.
Also, remember that the size of your community and the number of competitors advertising their
practices will affect the time it takes for any marketing technique to work.
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4th Mistake: Failing to Implement a Tracking System

Solution: Note and Track All Outcomes to
				 determine highest ROI
Unless you track the results of your efforts how will you know if you’re successful or
not?
How will you know which newspaper ad size produces the most cost effective return? Two columns by
four inches costs twice what a single column four inch ad does. Will it generate twice the number of
patients?
Do all radio stations have listeners with the same likelihood of becoming your patients? Do the viewers
of all TV programs spend the same amounts on health care? Are billboards of different sizes at different
locations likely to produce the same number of appointment calls?
Obviously not. Although a great number of your early advertising attempts will be educated guessing,
by keeping records you will determine which medium, which copy appeal, which frequency level produces the highest and best return on your advertising investment.

The challenge in tracking any advertising campaign is in establishing which cause
leads to what effect.
Is your patient volume up because of your ads, or because it’s flu season? Is your business down because
its summer, or because the local economy is stagnant?
The first step is to give yourself a baseline to compare to. Track your month-by-month revenue, averaging the Januaries, the Februaries, and each of the other months over the last three years. Express each of
these averages as a percentage of your annual revenue.
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Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

2005
2006
2007

30,000
33,000
36,000

31,000
34,000
37,000

32,000
35,000
38,000

33,000
36,000
37,000

34,000
36,000
38,000

28,000
29,000
36,000

27,000
29,000
36,000

34,000
36,000
38,000

38,000
41,000
42,000

39,000
40,000
43,000

40,000
41,000
44,000

37,000
39,000
42,000

403,000
429,000
467,000

Average

7.62%

7.85%

8.08%

8.16%

8.31%

7.16%

7.08%

8.31%

9.31%

9.39%

9.62%

9.08%

$1,299,000

2008

38,157

39,314

40,470

40,855

41,626

35,845

35,459

41,626

46,637

47,022

48,178

45,480

500,671

279

287

295

298

304

262

259

304

340

343

352

332

Patients

Total

Using these historical numbers you can now project your annual growth on a monthly basis with a fair
amount of accuracy.
The practice in this example is projecting 2008 revenue of just over half a million dollars – an increase of
7% over 2007. By applying the monthly “sales curve” percentages to that total, it won’t be surprising
that, despite the new advertising campaign, May revenue will be greater than that of June.
And, since you can calculate the current average amount spent per patient per visit, you can also estimate the number of patients you’ll see each month.
Now, you have two numbers to use as your baseline: the number of patients you’ll expect to see and the
number of dollars your practice will gross without advertising. You see, the most accurate way to measure your advertising effectiveness is the comparison of the period of time without advertising to the
period with it.

6.45%
8.86%

7.21%
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What Should You Track?
You’ll need to note the:
Cost of the schedule (plus production)
Size of ad
Frequency of schedule
Placement – radio day parts, newspaper section, TV programs, direct mail households and zips
Content of your ad
Inquiries – how many people phoned your office because of your advertising
New Patients
(Change in) gross revenues - or in gross numbers of patients
Acquisition of new patients at break-even, or slightly better.

3
6
4
2
15

1
4
2
2
9

$1,227.00

$5.67

$136.33

Newspaper Oct 07 / Oct 14
Oct 21 / Oct 28
Nov 4
Nov 11 / Nov 25
Dec 07 / Dec 16
Daily Bugle Totals:

$848.18
$848.18
$424.09
$1,272.27
$1,272.27
$4,664.99

2
2
1
3
3
11

1/8 pg
1/8 pg
1/8 pg
1/8 pg
1/8 pg

1 / wk
1 / wk
1 / wk
1 / wk
1 / wk

Lifestyle
Lifestyle
Lifestyle
Lifestyle
Lifestyle

Supervised Weight Loss
$59 annual physical.
Back to school immunizations
Flu shots – no appointment
Quit smoking plan

61
53
18
79
68
279

44
37
13
53
48
195

$7,316.72

$23.92

$37.52

FM Radio Jan 6 / Jan 26
Jan 27 / Feb 9
Feb 10 / Mar 1
Mar 2 / Mar 8
Mar 9 / Mar 29
Toad FM Totals:

$756.36
$504.24
$756.36
$252.12
$756.36
$3,025.44

66
44
66
22
66
264

30 sec
30 sec
30 sec
30 sec
30 sec

22 / wk
22 / wk
22 / wk
22 / wk
22 / wk

6a – 7p
6a – 7p
6a – 7p
6a – 7p
6a – 7p

Free cholesterol screening
ED counseling and treatment
Treatment for Snoring
$59 annual physical.
Quit smoking plan

1

41
37
49
11
51
189

$9,274.66

$16.01

$49.07

Frequency Of Schedule

1

Revenue
Per Patient

Menopause symptoms
Diabetes treatment
Enlarged prostate
Arthritis Treatment

Content

Cost
Per Patient

New Patients

200 homes
200 homes
200 homes
200 homes

Placement

1 / mo
1 / mo
1 / mo
1 / mo

Neighborhood Flyer Jun 16
Jul 14
Aug 18
Sep 15
Flyer Totals:

Frequency Of
Schedule

1 pg
1 pg
1 pg
1 pg

Dates Of Schedule

Size of Ad

1
1
1
1
4

Cost of
Schedule

$12.75
$12.75
$12.75
$12.75
$51.00

Dates Of
Schedule

Inquiries

Number of Ads

Objective:

Change in
Gross Revenue

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cost Per Patient
Revenue Per Pa
Change in Gross Revenue
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Interesting when you can look at the results, isn’t it?
The most cost effective advertising was the neighborhood flyer, which produced new patients at a cost
of only $5.67. However, after four months, the flyers only produced 15 new patients.
Compare that to the $16.01 per patient generated by local radio.
Over time you’ll be able to predict with great accuracy which medium and what message provide the
highest ROI. The most costly patient acquisition was, in this case, the weekly newspaper ads at $23.92.
Should you test ¼ page ads? Two ads per week? Should you try a different message? Or should you
consider adding additional radio stations?
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Patient Value
The challenge in tracking any advertising campaign is in establishing which cause leads to what effect.
An MD in family practice might want to keep patient acquisition cost under $30, but an Ophthalmologist offering Lasik surgery may find $400 per patient to be perfectly reasonable. What’s the appropriate
percentage of your fee to re-invest in attracting new patients?
Will your accounting system let you track individual patients?
Track the number of dollars each patient contributes to your practice’s top line revenues. Then look to
see if there’s a difference between the number of patient visits between those who came to you through
your newspaper ads, as opposed to those radio brought to your practice.
Note the specifics of your message, the number of ads you purchased, the size of the audience, and the
new patients you generate from each attempt.

Final Tracking Thoughts
Too small a sample will skew your results. Ideally you’ll have 25 to 50 patients in any sample before you
use it to make further advertising decisions.
The effects of advertising are cumulative. The longer you stick with a working strategy, the better it will
work. Especially if you keep making incremental improvements – which is the point of all of this record
keeping.
And finally, noting and tracking your advertising results is a process, not an event. The sooner you start
this process, the better.
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Applying the Marketing P.A.I.N. Concept.
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Pinpoint specific pain to catch attention
Get your message noticed by focusing on your prospect’s pain. The only information your
prospective patient is interested in hearing is the promise of relief at the level of pain 		
she’s currently feeling.

Add mindset awareness for credibility
Build credibility with your prospective patient by acknowledging her pain mindset. If 		
she’s transactional, talk about cost of going untreated. If she’s relational, talk about 		
tailoring a plan to treat the cause of her specific pain.

Increase average frequency of ads.
Use the content of your ad and your measured ROI to choose the advertising medium. 		
In general, mass media for early stages, newsletters and direct mail the the middle, 		
and Yellow Pages for late stages.

Note and track all outcomes.
Track your results to calculate the highest and best use of your advertising dollars. Every 		
incremental improvement in your advertising puts more dollars in your pocket.
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About the Author:
My name is Chuck McKay. I’m a business consultant in the practice of health care. For three decades
I’ve been helping professional practices and owner-operated businesses to become more profitable by
attracting new patients or new customers.
You likely fit into one of three groups of health care providers:
1. You like being in complete control.
		 If you enjoy doing everything yourself, then roll up your sleeves and dig in. The information you 		
		 need to be successful at marketing your practice is contained in this document.
2. You’re more comfortable with someone to guide you.
		 Share the Marketing P.A.I.N. concepts with your marketing person to produce results for 			
		 your practice.
3. You prefer to delegate the marketing duties to someone else.
		 Hand them this paper, and require them to implement the ideas herein.
It’s my sincere hope that you’ll be able to apply the Marketing P.A.I.N. concept to your own promotional
efforts, and that you’ll be back for more discussion.
The information is free. Conversation is always welcome. My help in implementing these concepts requires a modest compensation.
Of course, I welcome the opportunity to discuss specific applications to your
practice.
Warm regards,

Chuck McKay
Chuck McKay

2523 Collis Avenue
Huntington, West Virginia, 25703
(304) 523-0163 office
(304) 523-0285 fax
Or e-me: ChuckMcKay@ChuckMcKayOnLine.com

